INTRODUCTION

Information filtering techniques have been continuously developed to meet challenges arisen from new requirements of Information Society. These techniques gain even much more on importance in the facet of greater mobility of people. One of the most dynamic and compelling areas is the environment of wireless and mobile devices. Just recently, information filtering and retrieval have begun to take into consideration circumstances in which they are being used. As information needs of mobile users are highly dynamic, this points out the necessity of considering additional set of attributes describing user situation—context. This article presents an information filtering system for mobile users (mobileIF) being developed in the Department of Management Information Systems at The Pozna University of Economics. Architecture of the mobileIF is a result of research done in the field of contexts, their taxonomies and influence on information relevance in dynamic user’s environment. The paper shows our approach to contexts, discusses time perspective on filtering systems and finally, describes mobileIF architecture and basic data flow within it. At last, we present our current research in fields related to the mobileIF system.

BACKGROUND

The process of providing a user with relevant information can be viewed in two different ways. On the one hand, it can be described as the process where single query is performed on a set of
Both of those methods have many specific advantages as well as some drawbacks. The natural way of evolution is combining these techniques in order to achieve better results of filtering. Claypool, Gokhale, Miranda, Murnikov, Netes, and Sartin (1999) and Li and Kim (2003) proposed some hybrid methods.

There are many definitions of context provided in literature. Among them, several deserve special attention as stimulus to our further considerations. In one of the earliest definitions Schilit (1995) distinguishes the following types of context: computing context (network capacity, connectivity, communication costs, and available devices), user context (user’s profile, location, people nearby, and social situation), and physical context (lightning, noise level, temperature, and traffic conditions). According to Schmidt, context is divided into two categories, namely: human factors (information of the user, social environment, and user’s tasks) and physical environment (location, infrastructure, and conditions) (Schmidt, Beigl & Gellersen, 1999). Both presented definitions try to identify context by simple division of some characteristics into several groups of potentially distinct attributes. However, neither of them is suitable for inferring more aggregated and complex information. This inconvenience is reduced in the definition by Chen and Kotz (2000) who distinguish low-level and high-level context. The former group contains raw contextual information such as location, temperature etc. (mainly acquired from physical sensors), whereas the latter one is specified on the basis of supplied low-level contexts. More formal definition is provided by Dey and Abowd (1999) who argue “context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.”

Systems that take into account context changes and adapt to them (to some degree) are defined as context-aware (Pascoe, 1999). Such adapta-
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